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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1 . Applicant's arguments with respect to claim 5 have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s) of rejection, citing the new reference Mazzola.

Claim Objections

1 . Claims 1 , 5, 8 and 9 are objected to because of the following informalities: the

limitation "each extra port is set-up independent if monitoring is requested or not" is not

grammatical; Applicant is advised to amend this to read "each extra port is set-up

independent [of] if monitoring is requested or not". Appropriate correction is required.

Specification

1 . The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedent basis for

the claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1 .75(d)(1 ) and MPEP § 608.01 (o). Correction

of the following is required: Claims 1 , 5, 8 and 9 are objected to because these claims

recite the limitation "each extra port is unique to a particular new session". Applicant

has stated that support for this feature can be found on page 7, line 20 and in page 8,

lines 4-5 of the original specification. These cited portions are quoted below:

"Figure 3 discloses the media-handling node MHN shown in figure 2. The media-

handling node can for example be a PSTN gateway used in public switching networks,
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a video gateway for video applications or a conference bridge used in 15 multiple party

conferences."

"Extra ports are set up in the node MHN for each session that is set up in the

node independent of if monitoring is requested or not."

As can be seen, there is no teaching in these portions that "each extra port is

unique to a particular new session".

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1 . The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained through the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

1 . Claims 1-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent No. 6,097,798 to Albers et al., in view of U.S. Patent Publication No.

2004/0190689 A1 to Benitez Pelaez et al., further in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,796,732

to Mazzola et al.

2. As to Claim 5, Albers discloses an arrangement to monitor media session flow in

a telecommunication network comprising a media-handling node (Fig. 1, "Arlington

5ESS" node, whose details are further disclosed in Fig. 2 and col. 8, lines 41 -48 and

col. 10, lines 15-39, disclosing a "media handling node") through which, sessions

between subscribers (Fig. 1 , subscriber "126 684-1 111" and subscriber "target 112 222-
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1111") are transported via first ports and second ports (Fig. 2, "interface module 51",

comprising "units 0 ... n" and col. 10, lines 15-19 and 27-39, disclosing that such "units 1

... n", i.e., first ports and second ports, "terminate lines from subscriber stations", thus

disclosing sessions between subscribers are transported via units 1 ... n, i.e., first ports

and second ports) comprising:

means for assigning an extra port to the media handling node (Fig. 2 and col. 10,

lines 26-58, disclosing that in each "5ess" switch, i.e., the "media handling node", there

are interface modules 51 that each comprise a "unit 0" port that connect to an

enforcement agency terminal, such "unit 0" port teaching "an extra port", thus using the

broadest reasonable interpretation of the claim term "extra port", the disclosed "unit 0"

teaches "an extra port" for each session; col. 10 lines 50-58 further discloses that each

such "5ess" switch, i.e., the media handling node, comprises a "time-multiplexed switch

57", which together with "TSI" of each interface module 51 " "selectively connects the

interface units in call connections [i.e., "sessions"]", i.e., the "time-multiplexed switch 57"

and the TSI in each interface module collectively disclose such means for "assigning"

an extra port to the media handling node, since the "unit 0" port in the interface modules

51 is readily "provid[ed]" as "an interface for the signaling and communication links to an

enforcement agency terminal [116]" for all session and such "unit 0" port is utilized when

a given session is determined to require monitoring as taught by col. 1 1 , lines 14-20, the

above teaching "assigning an extra port to the media handling node") for each new

session that is transported through the node (Fig. 2, col. 11, lines 14-20 and col. 10,

lines 26-58, teaching that in each "5ess" switch, i.e., the "media handling node", there is
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at least one "unit 0" port that is "provided", i.e., "assigned", as the "extra port" for each

new session that is in addition to the normal data line of the session, e.g., Fig. 2, 122

and see col. 8, lines 22-59, such "extra port" being used if the session is determined to

require monitoring, see col. 8, lines 22-26 and col. 1 1 ,
14-20, thus all of the above

teaching "assigning an extra port to the media handling node for each new session that

is transported through the node");

means (col. 1 1 , lines 14-18 and Fig. 2, "CALEA module processor" in

combination with "DATA STORE 58", disclosing means for storing in a database; also

Fig. 1, "service control point scp" and "Irn db" and col. 8, lines 10-16, disclosing a

database of "local numbers" for rerouting a call to be monitored) for storing in a

database (col. 8, lines 23-26, disclosing a "table of target directory numbers" for

surveillance in the CALEA module, thus disclosing database), identification of a first

subscriber for which monitoring is desired (col. 8, lines 23-26, disclosing a "table of

target directory numbers" for surveillance in the CALEA module, thus disclosing

database);

means for setting up a connection between the first subscriber and a second

subscriber (col. 8, lines 41-46, disclosing the "Arlington 5ESS", i.e., the media handling

node, "routes the call to the target telephone 1 1 2"; col. 1 0 lines 50-58 further discloses

that each such "5ess" switch, i.e., the media handling node, comprises a "time-

multiplexed switch 57", which together with "TSI" of each interface module 51"

"selectively connects the interface units in call connections"; thus the "time multiplexed
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switch 57" and the "TSI" together disclose means for setting up a connection between

the first subscriber and a second subscriber);

means for connect an assigned extra port that is adherent to the session

between the first and second subscriber (Fig. 2, "calea module processor", "data store

58 and "program store 56", col. 8, lines 22-59 and col. 11, lines 14-18, disclosing a

CALEA module that decides what level of surveillance to apply to a session; Fig. 2 and

col. 8, lines 41-48, disclosing the "Arlington 5ESS" switch, i.e., the media handling node,

performing surveillance on the session between the first and second subscribers, such

switch and components therein disclosing and teaching the claimed "means for

connecting"; col. 10, lines 27-39, disclosing performing surveillance at the 5ESS switch

by "half-tapping" into a call/session via the extra port "unit 0" in each interface module

51 ; thus all of the above discloses means for connect an assigned extra port that is

adherent to the session between the first and second subscriber) and;

means (Fig. 1 ,
"Arlington 5ESS" terminal, whose details are further disclosed in

Fig. 2) for monitoring the session between the first and second subscriber via the

connected extra port (col. 8, lines 41-49; col. 10, lines 27-39; Fig. 1, disclosing an "FBI"

agency terminal attached to the "Arlington 5ESS" media handling node, and disclosing

performing surveillance, i.e., "monitoring", at the 5ESS switch by "half-tapping" into a

call/session via the extra port "unit 0" in each interface module 51).

Albers does not expressly disclose node of an internet protocol multimedia

subsystem domain.
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Benitez Pelaez discloses node (paragraphs 9, 50, 56 and 60, Fig. 1 ,
disclosing

"media gateway MGW 26", "media gateway controller function MGCF 28", and "call

session control function cscf22", all comprising a "media handling node", which also

comprises "MGW 26", i.e., "a gateway", each component hereinabove disclosing a

"node") of an internet protocol multimedia subsystem domain (paragraphs 9 and 50, Fig.

1 ,
disclosing that the "MGW 26" gateway, and the components situated in "IMS" is in an

"internet protocol IP multimedia subsystem" domain).

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to utilize the teachings disclosed in Benitez Pelaez, in conjunction with the

method as disclosed and taught by Albers. Therefore, Albers and Benitez Pelaez are

combinable to teach and disclose "means for assigning an extra port to the media

handling node of an internet protocol multimedia subsystem domain for each new

session that is transported through the node". The suggestion or motivation would have

been to provide a more efficient, robust and enriched method of switching programs or

channels in interactive systems. (Albers, col. 3, lines 13-35; Benitez Pelaez, paragraphs

1 , 6 and 7).

Albers and Benitez Pelaez do not expressly disclose each extra port is unique to

a particular new session, and each extra port is set-up independent [of] if monitoring is

requested or not.

Mazzola discloses each extra port is unique to a particular new session, and

each extra port is set-up independent [of] if monitoring is requested or not. (col. 5, line

49 - col. 6, line 51
,
disclosing that for each frame, a "unique destination index value
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380" is used in forwarding the frame to particular port(s) of a switch, and that such

"index 380" is determined based on "the frame's destination address", thus teaching that

for frames of the same destination [i.e., frames of a "particular session"], the same

"index 380" is determined and associated with such frames; further teaching that "the

destination of any frame may be one or more ports located on one or more cards of the

switch" and that for a multicast/broadcast frame, the associated "index 380" derived

from its destination address maps to a "group of ports", i.e., more than one port of the

switch, thus teaching an "extra port"; and since each frame with the same destination

address [i.e., in the same "session"] is associated with the same "group of ports" due to

the shared destination address, thus further teaching "each extra port is unique to a

particular new session"; further see col. 5, lines 61-66, "the destination address ... is

compared with the contents of the forwarding table 310 to produce a unique destination

index value 380", thus teaching that the same destination address will map to the same

"index value 380" [which includes the recited "extra port"], or as is obvious to an

ordinary artisan, the same destination address will not map to another, different "index

value 380" [or "extra port"], thus further teaching ""each extra port is unique to a

particular new session"; further note that since determining which "index 380" group of

ports is assigned to such frames [i.e., which "extra ports" are assigned to each such

frame] is based on the destination address of frames in the session, and not based on

whether the frame is to be monitored, the above further teaches "each extra port is set-

up independent [of] if monitoring is requested or not", thus teaching this limitation).
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At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to utilize the teachings disclosed in Mazzola, in conjunction with the

method as disclosed and taught by Albers and Benitez Pelaez. Therefore, Albers,

Mazzola and Benitez Pelaez are combinable to teach and disclose "means for assigning

an extra port to the media handling node of an internet protocol multimedia subsystem

domain for each new session that is transported through the node, each extra port is

unique to a particular new session, and each extra port is set-up independent [of] if

monitoring is requested or not". The suggestion or motivation would have been to

provide a more efficient, robust and enriched method of data and network

communications. (Albers, col. 3, lines 13-35; Benitez Pelaez, paragraphs 1 , 6 and 7;

Mazzola, cols. 1 and 2).

3. As to Claim 6, please note that Albers, Mazzola and Benitez Pelaez teach and

disclose the arrangement as in the parent claim 5.

Albers further discloses further comprising means for sending an indicator (col. 8,

lines 34-38, "tcap message" sent by the scp to the Arlington 5ess switch, which causes

the 5ess switch to begin surveillance of the session, i.e., indicator to connect extra port

and begin monitoring session) from the database indication that the extra port is to be

connected (col. 10, lines 27-39 and col. 11, lines 13-31 and Fig. 2, "calea module

processor 54" and "data store 54", "administrative module 55", "communications module

53" and "interface module 51", all disclosing the "calea module processor" determining

and sending an indicator to the interface module 51 indicating that the extra port "unit 0"

is to be used for surveillance/monitoring, i.e., is to be connected, wherein the "data store
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54" may also contain a record of such "signaling messages"; also see col. 8, lines 53-

55, disclosing "delivery of ... call-identifying information to a law enforcement agency").

4. As to Claim 7, please note that Albers, Mazzola and Benitez Pelaez teach and

disclose the arrangement as in the parent claim 5.

Albers further discloses further comprising means for setting up a three-part

conference (col. 8, lines 41-48, disclosing the "Arlington 5ess" switch, i.e., the media

handling node, setting up a three-part conference between subscriber "126 684-1 111",

subscriber "target 1 12 222-1 111" and "FBI") between the two involved subscribers (Fig.

1 , subscriber "1 26 684-1 111" and subscriber "target 1 1 2 222-1 111") and a monitoring

facility (Fig. 1, "FBI").

5. As to Claim 1 ,
please see rejection for Claim 5, which recites the same

limitations.

6. As to Claim 2, please see rejection for Claim 6, which recites the same

limitations.

7. As to Claim 3, please note that Benitez Pelaez, Mazzola and Albers disclose

and teach the arrangement as in the parent claim 2.

Albers further discloses whereby the indicator (col. 8, lines 34-38, "tcap

message" sent by the scp to the Arlington 5ess switch, which causes the 5ess switch to

begin surveillance of the session, i.e., indicator to connect extra port and begin

monitoring session) is sent from the database to the media-handling node (col. 8, lines

34-38, "tcap message is sent from the scp, i.e., the "database", to the Arlington 5ess

switch, i.e., the media handling node).
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8. As to Claim 4, please see rejection for Claim 7, which recites the same

limitations.

9. As to Claim 8, please see rejection for Claim 2 (which depends from and

incorporates its parent claim 1), which recites the same limitations.

1 0. As to Claim 9, please see rejection for Claim 6 (which depends from and

incorporates its parent claim 5), which recites the same limitations.

Conclusion

2. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .1 36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to PETER CHENG whose telephone number is (571)272-

9021 . The examiner can normally be reached on M-Th, 8:00AM - 5:00PM (EST).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Derrick W. Ferris can be reached on (571)272-3123. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-91 99 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272-1 000.
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